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About This Volume
Robert C. Evans

by a major scholar. In the present case, that scholar is Alan Gribben, 
one of the world’s leading experts on 

greatest works—The Adventures of Tom Sawyer and, especially, 
Adventures of Huckleberry Finn. It is the latter book, of course, 
that is widely considered one of the very greatest works in all of 
American literature. But it is also Huck Finn (as it is affectionately 
called) that has recently been perhaps the most often “challenged” 
or “banned” book of any great work of fiction, at least in the United 
States. 

appears over two hundred times in the course of the book, and 
its appearances there have frequently elicited objections from 
concerned readers, especially concerned African American parents 
whose children have been required to read the book (and encounter 
that word) in the public schools and in classroom discussions. 

purpose in using the “N” word was in fact to satirize racism (as well 

nineteenth century). 
But Gribben began to hear, repeatedly, from teachers who also 

the book. Sometimes they feared criticism for doing so; sometimes 
they genuinely did not want to hurt the feelings of their African 
American students; sometimes both motives were involved. In any 

the object of silent censorship: it wasn’t, often, being overtly banned 
from public schools but was, increasingly, being quietly ignored 
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or simply dropped from high school curricula. More and more, 
students were no longer being exposed to one of the greatest works 

Gribben decided that one way to deal with this dilemma might 

He knew that this alteration would arouse controversy, but he had 
no idea just how much controversy it would provoke. For weeks and 
even months, his decision was the subject of highly heated national 
and even international condemnation. Few of the people criticizing 
Gribben had any idea that he had devoted his entire life as a scholar 

himself by trying to explain that he had only wanted to make sure 
that Huck Finn was no longer silenced in American high schools. In 
his contribution to this book—which consists of a self-interview—
Gribben explains his motives and responds to his critics.

As it happens, Gribben’s interview is perhaps the perfect 

book will see that issues of race and ethnicity have increasingly 
become the central issues (besides graphic descriptions of sexual 
behavior) in recent attempts to challenge, censor, or ban literature. 

the most controversial word of all the 
terms that have led parents and others to try to limit what and how 
other people (especially children or young adults) can read.

Following Gribben’s self-interview are four essays in the 
volume’s Critical Contexts section. Each of these four essays is 

Obenauf’s essay on censorship in medieval England has an 

a model of how to examine any topic from a historical perspective. 

readers a sense of the critical background to issues of censorship, 
not only by listing valuable secondary works on this topic but also 

essay—another piece by Richard Obenauf—is a kind of critical 
lens. In other words, it shows how the topic of censorship can 
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be explored by focusing on one particular work (in this case the 
medieval morality play known as Mankind). Finally, the last of the 
four contextual essays is deliberately designed to use the method of 
comparison and contrast. In this case, Robert Donahoo, a leading 
scholar of Flannery O’Connor, compares and contrasts O’Connor’s 
works with several others inspired by hers. It is not a coincidence 

O’Connor intended to satirize the racists who use that word in her 

the ways people of her time actually sometimes spoke and thought. 

teach and discuss because she did use the “N” word. One value of 
Donahoo’s piece is that he shows how fruitfully various black artists 
have responded to O’Connor’s writings.

of these pieces are less essays per se than compilations of historical 

remained central to most debates about censorship: sex and race. 

and publishers that if they did not themselves refrain from creating 

interesting responses.

censor, suppress, or at least condemn 
The Birth of a Nation
cinema, but it quickly became controversial because of the ways it 
negatively depicted black people and, in fact, endorsed the behavior 
of the National Association for 
the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP) waged a vigorous 
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organization proudly detailed in one of its publications.

at early poems by the great modern Greek poet C. P. Cavafy, who 
is also widely considered one of the great homoerotic poets of his 

censorship than 
has been emphasized previously: self-censorship, in which a writer 
cannot write what he might otherwise want to write for fear of being 

famous examples of attempts at twentieth-century censorship: D. H. 
Lawrence’s scandalous (for the time) novel Lady Chatterley’s Lover 
and William S. Burroughs’s perhaps even more scandalous novel 
titled Naked Lunch

censorship as a 

failure to suppress Lawrence’s book helped create a much freer 

in Burroughs’s book, censorship—or the lack thereof—is central to 
the novel’s own meanings.

Harper Lee’s 
famous novel To Kill a Mockingbird. Here, again, Lee’s use of the 

Lee used the word satirically and historically: she sought to attack 
racist language and 

public 
school classrooms. Evans’s article focuses, in detail, on one particular 
case. He quotes extensively from people who either favored or 
rejected attempts to ban the book. Some of the evidence he cites is 

sometimes be to decide between the need to protect free speech and 
the desire to shield people from pain.

An essay by Liyang Dong deals with yet another kind of alleged 
censorship—the kind that can arise within the literary community 
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itself, especially when two important authors are feuding with 
one another and bystanders feel a need to take sides. Dong shows 
how 

Maxine Hong Kingston, a 
younger colleague who, according to Chin, had betrayed her people 
by buying into white prejudices about China, Chinese people, and 
Chinese Americans. Kingston, initially, felt threatened by Chin’s 
strident criticism. Eventually, however, Kingston gained the upper 

Kingston and her allies. 
Dong’s essay, like others in this book, shows how issues of 

race and ethnicity (and, possibly, 
examples of censorship. Meanwhile, an essay by Darren Harris-Fain 
(the noted scholar of 

gay/lesbian graphic novel Fun 
Home. Like Evans’s earlier essay on Cavafy, this piece by Harris-
Fain explores the ways in which members of sexual minority groups 

recent controversy concerning alleged controversy 
school district in 

California. Sherman Alexie’s novel The Absolutely True Diary of 
a Part-Time Indian was the initial title that came under suspicion, 
but as the controversy mushroomed it soon became clear that more 

school board’s 
decisions. 

with an asterisk on syllabi and on materials available to parents. 

as intended for “mature” readers; advocates of the asterisk policy 
wanted to alert parents to that fact. However, opponents of the new 

their right to teach what they considered appropriate. Most of the 
objections to books, in this case, centered around objections to 
mature sexual language, but supposed racial and ethnic insensitivity 
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case illustrates that debates about alleged censorship are very much 
alive and well in the United States today, as long before.

resources, including a list of suggested further reading materials, 
an additional bibliography, information about the editor and the 
contributors, and an extensive index.
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Basil Tozer et al.

Editor’s Note: One of the most interesting debates about censorship in the 

fiction might make it likely that an official censor of fiction would be 

essay prompted a number of replies by both British and American writers, 
a sampling of which follows his essay (reprinted below). Especially 
interesting is the emphasis many of the writers give to the roles and 
motives of women in writing so-called “Fleshly Fiction.”

ago that a book from Ouida’s pen used to be deemed ipso facto an 
unclean thing by the great body of the public that borrows its novels 
from the lending-libraries.1 At that time there were mothers who 
would take precautions to prevent, or try to prevent, their daughters 
from reading Ouida’s novels, just as there were daughters who kept 
Ouida’s works well out of sight of their mothers. Some fathers, too, 
looked askance at the yellow covers with the Ouida trademark, and 
I well remember an elderly man of great integrity but narrow views 
who caused his pretty grandchild considerable pain by snatching 
Moths out of her hands and 
were contemporaries of Ouida’s who followed in her wake, some 
few even who stepped in where Ouida with her true sense of artistic 

course banned too by certain strait-laced people of those days who 
pretended to discover “impropriety” in books that none but an out-
and-out Mrs. Grundy would have censored,2 and that emphatically 
no man or woman of the world—I mean by that no man or woman 
of intelligence and devoid of hypocrisy and cant—could by any 

extraordinary change that has taken place within the last few years 
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in the tone of a great deal of our lending-library fiction, the thought 
is as strange as the reflection that a century ago a lad was strung up 
on a gibbet for robbing the Brighton Mail of half a guinea.

When, two years ago, I had the temerity, in an article headed 

Monthly Review, openly to draw attention to the change for the 
worse that was coming over modern novels of a particular class, a 
section of the newspaper Press at once cried out that the statements 
made were false in every detail. But soon other writers took the 
matter up, among them no less distinguished a philosopher than 
Dr. Fleshly School 
of Fiction,” published in the Bookman of October last, created a 
profound impression and was quoted throughout England, also on the 
Continent and in America. By some his bold assertions were warmly 
upheld. By others they were angrily condemned. As an outcome of 
the controversy that followed—for a time it almost resembled an 

1908 the guarded statement that “the Bookman’s campaign against 

a few slightly interested opinions, and on the whole it must be said 
that the tone of some new novels remains objectionable.”

literary 
merit but made attractive to a great body of the general reading public 
by certain unveiled descriptions which they contain, has led to the 

obviously women, who until now had never tried to write anything 

a number of manuscripts of this description that have quite recently 
been submitted to them. In almost every case it becomes obvious 
that the writers have been “inspired” to produce the illiterate and 
disgusting stories referred to, mainly through their having thoroughly 
saturated their thoughts with the garbage of the same sort—only 
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in these books; therefore they must have sold as largely as they have 
done only because of their plain-spokenness. I believe I could write 

even these people. And presently I shall be rich beyond the dreams 
of avarice!” And with that they have sat down and set to work.

Unfortunately for these people, though fortunately for the 
reading public, only a small proportion of our publishers are willing 

the body of the public that is right-minded, by placing upon the 

be authors who at present are making the round of the publishing 
houses with prurient manuscripts to sell, seem not to be aware 
of this. A remarkable trait in some of these unhealthy-minded 
writers is their extraordinary self-assurance—in several cases it 

to a well-known publishing house one of the coarse productions 

frequently, had the self-assurance to compare his work with that of 
two of the most distinguished of our modern novelists, adding that 
in his opinion “the descriptive passages in those men’s books” were 
at least as plain-spoken as his. As rational would it be to compare the 
suggestive photographs that are sold secretly in all large cities, and 

school contrasts her unpublished stories with the masterpieces of 

element—if I may so describe it—in the works of our great masters 
of French and of English literature is in most cases incidental to the 
narrative, and not its raison d’étre [reason for being or existing].

now to face is, What has the future in store for English novelists, and 
for the scores of men and women who earn a livelihood by producing 

securely muzzled by a censor chosen and appointed as our existing 
censor of plays is chosen? It is easy to smile incredulously at the 
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to the interests of the reading public, not to mention the rank and 

example set by our censor of plays, the probability is that many 

a powerfully-written story true to life, and one with nothing to 
“recommend” it but its undisguised or its thinly-veiled eroticism. 

wholly upon his own responsibility, the publication of any work of 

a calamity. For what would happen if such a man should chance to 
be a person exceptionally ignorant of letters, or unduly biased in one 

written moral story with a sexual problem wrapped up in its pages 

story of illicit love probably would be suppressed on the ground 
of its being too plain-spoken in parts of its dialogue, or in some of 
its descriptive passages. Novelists with a true knowledge of human 
nature, with facility to express themselves, and with the gift to paint 

of men and women of intellect and culture the world over, would 
be compelled to abandon their avocation—would be to all intents 
muzzled into silence.

All this, I maintain again, may come about, and, if it does, whom 
shall we have to blame? Only the handful of writers who within the 
past year or two have been launching upon the book-market works 

handful of writers congratulated itself each time one of its members 
succeeded in getting placed upon the market a story a little coarser 
than any that had preceded it, and that then and there the remaining 
members set to work to try to write a book obscener still. If only 
such books had merit in addition to their eroticism, as so many of 
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the French novels have, one might be tempted to look—wrongly, 
no doubt—with greater tolerance upon their pruriency. But of the 
books referred to that have been published of late years, hardly one 

one feel surprise, then, at the outcry that is being raised by a body of 
our leading men of letters at the degradation of the modern novel by 

once in some of our newspapers, all that has been written, even 

with what has been said, and is still being said, by thinking people 
throughout the country, and by the feeling of indignation and disgust 
that has been aroused. Some months ago the Bishop of Norwich 
referred in one of his sermons to the growth of eroticism in the 
modern novel of a particular class, but the majority of those who 
feel most strongly upon the subject are impotent to interfere. Many 
thousands of persons scattered throughout the country realise that 
something ought to be done to prevent the little clique of writers 
referred to, and their unintelligent imitators, from further prostituting 
English literature, and apparently the bulk of them wish sincerely 

matter rests, but it cannot rest for long. Let a few score more of 

in their tens of thousands, and without excitement, or any sort of 

amount of excellent work that most certainly ought to be published. 

a protest that will mend matters—our British novelists will rise up 
in arms and metaphorically rend those among their colleagues who 
will have been directly to blame for the introduction of this unjust 
muzzling order.

publishers of novels, by some novel-writers, and by plenty of novel-
readers, I know full well. All I ask, then, of the sceptics and the 
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and note carefully what transpires within the next few years. For that 

probable. Quixotic indeed would it be to imagine that so valuable an 
asset as a book that must run through edition after edition, and that 
consequently can be deemed even before publication to be almost a 

objectors openly expound views and theories contrary to general 
opinion. Let it also be remembered, however, that the instalment 

hit the booksellers too. It will hit also the lending libraries. And it will 
hit, though less severely, what are called the “popular” magazines, 
while some of the daily journals, especially those provincial papers 
that owe their circulation in a measure to the popularity of their 
serial stories, will feel the touch of the censor’s claw.

As a natural result of the reign of a literary censor, indeed 

just received a letter from a correspondent who expressed extreme 
indignation at his, Sir Walter’s, having made a male character in 
one of his stories kiss a woman to whom he was in no way related, 

the letter ran, “I have thought your books quite safe to give to my 
daughter to read, but in future I shall not be able to put a book of 
yours into her hands until I have read it myself.” Probably there 
are thousands of men and women who think as that man thought. 
What would the condition of English literature be with such a man 
as censor? Only recently some of Sir Walter Scott’s classics were 
banned on the ground of their “impropriety” by a committee of local 
provincial magnates appointed to select volumes for a certain public 
library. With that precedent before us nothing in the way of prudery 
seems impossible. Certainly a heroine moulded on the lines of Mr. 

Eden Phillpotts would never 
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be allowed to give us another Secret Woman, for that memorable 
scene in the bracken would have made the censor blush. In future 
the monks of the Order of Robert Hichens would be compelled 
by the censor to refrain from pirouetting with pretty girls on the 
parched plains of Egypt or in any other of Allah’s gardens. Even 
Mrs. “Malet” would be forced to strangle her art and to come up, or 
rather sink down, into a line upon the level of the commonplace, for 
though another legless lad might manage to crawl unchecked past 
the censor, most assuredly another woman as seductive as the houri 
who in the small hours enticed poor Sir Richard Calmady to his fate, 
would be stamped out of existence on the spot.

by senseless scruples, or by alleged religious prejudice, or by 
the grotesque teachings of a Mrs. Grundy who should have been 

which reference has just been made are among them. Other works 
of the sort are in preparation as I write, and surely all who are able 
to appreciate human, powerful and well-written stories—“evenly-
balanced” stories, as some of the reviewers term them—must look 
forward to reading such books as soon as they appear. Is it worth 
while, then, when books of this kind are to be had, to rot away the 
intelligence of a great body of the reading public, especially of boys 
and girls in the most impressionable period of their existence, by 
saturating their minds with a train of thought made up of descriptions 

doing so run a grave risk of presently checking abruptly the output 
of any novels apart from stories that will be colourless, insipid, and 
mawkish—stories, in short, that will be wholly devoid of any sort of 
human emotion? All who live with their eyes open, and are able to 
look ahead, must admit that the writers, publishers and booksellers 
who together are deliberately prostituting the English novel, are 
wittingly or unwittingly imperilling their own future prosperity. 
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